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Then, as to the feet, Melville puts the general principle 111 a way that 
strikes one as both sound and witty. "It may not be true, absolutely, 10 

say that clean feet are sound feet but it is absolutely true to sa}' that dirt}' 
feet are unsound feet." And of hyperhydrosis-" The feet of the battalion 
as a whole may be left to the care of the Company Officer but those of the 
men afflicted with profuse sweating must be the care of the Medical Officer 
in ,person." 

Of the boots he writes-" Every man should be prepared to turn out 
with one sound pair of walking boots, sufficiently worn for the feet of the 
owner to be accustomed to them, and in good repair. To start marching 
with soft feet in a new pair of boots is suicidal." On the other hand, 
Melville was not inclined to expend much pity on the trained soldier who 
reported sick with sore feet. "If a cavalry soldier rubs his horse's back 
he is ,not unlikely to hear a few home truths as to his fitness to belong to 
the mounted arm. If a soldier rubs his feet there is no particular reason 
why he should receive more sympathy." 

On the other hand he is very sound on the giving of alcohol to the 
troops. "It should be given" he says" at the conclusion, never before 
or in the middle of work." We cordially agree with him in this. As he 
says, " the man who comes into camp cold and drinks his' tot' of rum 
between the blankets, close to a fire, undoubtedly retains sufficient heat in 
his body as the result of the combustion of the alcohol to be of serious value. 
The same man, drinking his rum before standing as sentry in an exposed 
position, on a cold night, will probably suffer a loss of heat greater than the 
amount actually to be credited to the combustion of the spirit." In spite 
-of the mention of a fire, so comfortable in the old times before aeroplanes 
and bombs were thought of, the right principle pervades the paragraph and 
makes it remarkable and just even to-day. 

,We commend" Military Hygiene and Sanitation" to everyone and we 
feel sure that we may add our deepest sympathy to Mrs. Melville on a 
loss which, while heavy to his old friends in the Corps, must be hard indeed 
to his companion fora great part of his lifetime. 

THE NEW FELLOWSHIP REGULATIONS. 

A DIPLOMA of Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons has for so long, 
and so definitely, been recognized as the hallmark of a Surgeon that any 
,changes in the form of the examination cannot fail to attract notice. 

Since the Fellowship was established in 1843 no material change has taken 
place in this relationship. In the year of its centenary, and in the fourth 
year of this war, radical alterations in the form of the primary examination 
and in the terms controlling admission have been introduced by the Council 
,of the College. 
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Admittance to the examination is now open to all candidates on the same 
terms; the differential treatment of members of the College having been 
eradicated. The primary examination is now divided into two sections, 
namely, (i) anatomy and normal histology and (ii) applied physiology and 
the principles of pathology. The examination can be taken any time after 
graduation in medicine but not before. A carefully worded syllabus is 
published which expressly states that a knowledge of principles, and not of 
details, will be expected and this assistance should encourage the candidate 
who may be somewhat appalled at the possible extent of knowledge expected 
of him under the new terms: 

The change outlined should remedy the dissatisfaction which has been 
voiced from time to time at the demand from an embryo surgeon of a full 
knowledge of modern physiology. The limitations set on this subject and 
the addition of the principles of pathology appear to us a sound change. 
It should impose on the trainee surgeon subjects of study likely to be of 
value to him in his subsequent career. 

The final examination under the new regulations cannot be taken till 
two years have elapsed from the date of an accepted qualificaiion having 
been obtained. It is still only necessary for a six months post to be held 
in a recognized General Hospital. Some would have extended this period 
further but, at any rate, the new conditions impose no hardship on the 
sharpest of the examination candidates and insure against snap results. 

The dates of examination are so planned that candidates can now take 
primary examinations within a period of a few weeks. This arrangement 
should prove of no little value to Service or overseas competitors. 

We think the College is to be congratulated on, the broad-mindedness 
of the changes which it has introduced 'and which should increase, if any
thing, the standing of their fellowship . 

• 
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